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Introduction 
This dossier will stand as substantial insight and an overall report; on my attempt to create a 

tabletop card game, or at least conceptualise one. 

 

The ‘AutoBattler’ or ‘AutoChess’ genre of games is a recent addition to the gaming market that 

has quickly become quite niche. My initial idea was that of adapting certain elements of existing 

digital games, such as Valve's DOTA spin-off ‘DOTA Underlords’ and Riot Games’ League of 

Legends spinoff ‘Teamfight Tactics’ - for a tabletop experience. 

 

Starting off, I think it’s important to explain the thinking processes and changes that occurred, 

from initial concept, to what the project has become today. While still grounded in the RNG 

(Random Number Generated), or Luck based elements that inspired my game design, the 

scope of the project has since reduced in size, allowing for more focused work on gameplay 

experience and overall theme. I point out in my pitch how I believe literal storytelling is key to a 

successful tabletop game, however in hindsight, that was a false attempt at justifying an interest 

in Role Playing and my eagerness to incorporate it into my project. I have since come to 

understand that solid mechanics, pacing and narrative based theme; can more than suffice a 

tabletops narrative experience. 

 

Along with the theme of ‘Luck’, the other core element that has remained true since inception 

was the notion of ‘Simple Stupid’. Following a personal interest in Blizzard Entertainment’s 

‘Hearthstone’, I endeavored to keep the mathematical elements of the gameplay incredibly easy 

to follow, ensuring any and all numbers never went above Twelve, being the double of a D6 (six 

sided die). Keeping in line with ‘Simple Stupid’ also aided in my attempts to focus on the 

aforementioned ‘gameplay experience and overall theme’. 
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Game Idea, Mechanics, Themes and Experience 
To understand the game idea is to understand that design elements, or framework that acts as 

the structure of the gameplay experience. Under this section you will find the official rules for the 

game, reading them with appropriate context will hopefully demonstrate how these structural 

elements come into play. 

 

Adapting the theme of ‘Luck’ and my ‘Simple Stupid’ philosophy, act as the two main structures 

in my design framework, aiding in my work on the narrative being ‘simple fantasy combat’. Dice 

based combat in tabletop games works, we know this just by looking at the way combat 

operates in DnD (Dungeons and Dragons). With the tabletop equivalent of simulated combat, 

powered by the mechanical theme of ‘luck’ and the narrative theme of ‘simple fantasy combat’ - 

I have my solid foundation that allows the players to think about the game logically. 

 

My initial idea of making role-play a part of the game experience was to create a sense of player 

agency. Seeing that adding role-play elements was more contrived than a naturally occurring 

part of the game experience, I went for a more mechanical approach. As previously mentioned, 

having a theme of ‘simple fantasy combat’ was enough narrative to create a sense of ‘world’ for 

the players to engage themselves with, having a mechanical element be the supplier of player 

agency was hence justified. Through the use of a core mechanic labelled ‘tokens’, players can 

react accordingly to situations that are dictated by the dice, allowing for elongated gameplay 

and even winning the game if these luck based situations are answered correctly. This player 

agency mechanic also offers a more controlled gameplay experience, allowing for a slower 

paced experience - rather than a bunch of dice rolls to see who wins. 

 
At its core, the game adheres to a simple Three Act Structure: 

Act One 
Once each deck of 23 cards is shuffled, placed to the side of the players, seven cards                 
are drawn and then six cards are placed onto the playing field; the positions of which are                 
up to each player. Once a starting player is chosen and the first dice roll is completed -                  
this completes Act One. 
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Act Two 
After the first dice roll and its consequential actions, each player takes turns rolling the               
dice to see what actions are to be taken - or utilising their turn to acquire tokens and                  
apply them at their discretion, remembering that tokens can only be applied during that              
player’s turn. Act Two begins after the first dice roll and ends once an empty space                
appears on the playing field that cannot be filled in due to a lack of cards in a given                   
player’s hand. 

Act Three 
Act Three at the end of Act Two (obviously) and completes once all of a player’s cards                 
are taken out by the opposing player. It should be noted that not all Tokens must be                 
used, as the acquisition and use of these tokens is completely up to each player. A                
winner is then obvious and the game is finished. 

RULES 
- A D6, a Pen and a Note Pad are needed. 
- Each deck (23 Cards) is shuffled and placed next to each player. Draw seven at the start 

of the match, place six cards on the game board at the Players’ discretion. Draw 1 Card 
at the start of each Players turn. If a card is missing from the board due to being killed. 
The Player must replace it with a Card of their choice from their hand on their turn. 

- Whoever recently did the most chaotic thing in real life, goes first. After an Attack Roll 
and Action or Token Placement, that player’s turn is considered over. 

- Roll for what Player Card Slot is taking action. Slot numbers go from 1-6 from left to right 
(1-3 top row, 4-6 bottom row) 

- A Player wins by eliminating all cards of the opposing player’s deck 
- Actions are taken vertically. 

- If a Melee Damage Card is rolled. It must attack Vertically. Attack the opposing 
Front Line Card. Once the Front Line is empty it can attack the Back Line. 

- If a Ranged Damage Card is rolled. It must attack Vertically. Attack the opposing 
Back Line Card. Once the Back Line is empty it can attack the Front Line. 

- If a Healer Card is rolled. It must prioritise Healing the Friendly Player Card that 
is in the same Vertical Row. Otherwise it can Attack, prioritising the same targets 
as Ranged Damage Player Cards. 

- If a Tank Card is rolled. It must attack Vertically. Attack the opposing Front Line 
Card. Once the Front Line is empty it can attack the Back Line. 

- If a Tank Card is being Attacked. Roll D6 and subtract that number from the 
amount of Damage the opposing player rolled. 

- Roll a D6 for the amount of Damage or Healing that is done, or the Amount of 
Armour that is applied. 
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- Cards 
- Melee Sword Damage [8 Health] (8 per Deck) 

- Prioritises Front Line Enemy Player Cards 
- Roll D6 if Attacking 

- Ranged Arrow Damage [8 Health] (3 per Deck) 
- Prioritises Back Line Enemy Player Cards 
- Roll D6 if Attacking 

- Tank [12 Health] (6 per Deck) 
- Roll D6 if Attacking and Half it. 

- Healer [8 Health] (6 per Deck) 
- Prioritises Healing any Friendly Player Card that is in the same Vertical 

Row. 
- Attacks if there is no Friendly Player Card. 
- Roll D6 if Healing // Roll D6 if Attacking and Half it. 

- Tokens - 30 small tokens. The pool of tokens is not split but simply shared between both 
players. 

- Players can choose to utilise a Token instead of Attacking on their turn. 
- Roll D6 for the amount of token you’re allowed to pull out. 
- The Player must close their eyes and place their hand in a container that holds 

the tokens. 
- Once acquired, the Player can choose what Player Card to apply the tokens to. 
- Armour (10 Tokens) 

- Roll D6 for Armor Increase which is Added ONTOP of Player Cards’ 
Health) 

- Stays on Player Card until Broken 
- Can only be applied to Tank Cards. 

- Damage Potion (10 Tokens) 
- Use on any Attacking Turn of the Players’ choice for the applied Player 

Card 
- Roll D6 for another Attack 
- Remove once used or if Attached Player Card is killed. 

- Healing Potion  
- Roll D6 for amount healed 
- Remove once used or if Attached Player Card is killed. 
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Target Audience and Comparable Products 
Given the simple nature of the game, along with its easily trackable numbers; I have determined 

that a responsible age rating is that of ‘8+’. This connects with children and the level of 

mathematics that they would be being taught during Primary Education. I also believe that the 

game offers introductory lessons to creative, yet logical problem solving - through the ‘Token’ / 

player agency mechanic. 

 

Furthermore, rather than an age rating, I decided to target fans of the ‘AutoBattler’ or 

‘AutoChess’ genre. Through research via Reddit posts and comments, I have identified that the 

essence of these games is the ‘Drafting’ mechanic that leads to a core element of Deck 

Building. I have since realised that my game idea, while originally trying to directly adapt the 

‘AutoBattler’ genre, I have eliminated the drafting and deck building mechanic entirely and 

simply focused on adapting the automatic combat element. This has opened up two very real 

audiences for my game type. Those that enjoy the Auto Battle elements of existing games such 

as ‘DOTA Underlords’ and ‘Team Fight Tactics’ - as well as those that enjoy the dice based 

combat of tabletop games like Dungeons and Dragons. All this resulting in a relatable, 

somewhat diverse potential audience. 

 

Titles such as ‘Sushi Go!’, ‘7 Wonders’ and ‘Millennium Blades’, all demonstrate core drafting 

mechanics that adhere to that of digital AutoBattler’s. This raises ideas for potential expansions 

of my ‘Tabletop Auto-Battler’ idea, that would relate more closely to my original inspiration. 
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The Future of the ‘Tabletop Auto-Battler’ 

Expansions 
After research into potential audiences, resulting in the realisation of a missing element that is 

core to traditional AutoBattler’s; the idea of expanding the game with elements of Drafting and 

Deck Building seem almost natural. This keeps the diversely appealing core element of luck 

based combat accessible for everyone, while opening up further, more niche elements of 

gameplay. Adapting the drafting and upgrade mechanics of existing titles like ‘DOTA 

Underlords’ with the inclusion of Heroes, or simply adding onto the class based system that the 

base game already operates with; offers nothing but more opportunities for player agency 

mechanics. 

Possible Publishers 
After initial Print & Play experiences and Kickstarter campaigns that would later be used as a 

digital portfolio to future investors or publishers, I would take my idea to local, Australian based 

games’ companies. The only potential publishers I could find that my game with an age rating of 

8+ would appeal to; would be 'Cravon Studios', which is an Australian Board Game Publisher 

that focuses on “... appealing to a less gamer heavy, more party atmosphere, audience". I still 

believe that the younger age rating and simple nature of my game, demonstrated through my 

‘Simple Stupiod’ philosophy within the game’s various elements, would appeal to this Australian 

based organisation. Or even 'Good Games Publishing' if they ever take on more projects. 

 
Lastly, I would also consider self publishing and development, if platforms such as Kickstarter 

end up being somewhat successful. 
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